
The Global Corner  

Visits China 

Designed for kindergarten—2nd grade  

Ni Hao, Friends! 

I’m Globert.   

Join me and learn about  

The People’s Republic of China 
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This is my book about China. 

 

 

My name is __________________________________. 

 

I am ____ years old.   This is what I look like. 

Draw a picture of yourself.  

Remember to put in your hair, 

eyes, nose, mouth, and ears. 
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This is a map of China.   

Some people say it is shaped a little 

like a chicken. 

Can you make it look like a  

chicken?  Add feet, eyes, and a 

beak! 

Beijing 
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This is the flag of China.  Color it red with yellow stars. 

Make your own flag in the space below.  What colors are in your flag? 
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It’s fun to write our numbers in Chinese! 

On the left page, trace the numbers from yi to shi. 

How old are you?  Write it in Chinese in the boxes below. 

Can you do math with Chinese numbers?  See if you can fill in the boxes 

below to make a math sentence. 

+ = 
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COLORS 

SÈ  原色 

 

Help Globert fill his painting pallet with colors.  Write the  

Chinese word for the color next to the paint  blob. 

RED—HÓNG SÈ  红色 

ORANGE—CHÉNG SÈ 橙色 

GREEN—LU SÈ  绿色 

BLUE—LAN SÈ  蓝色 

BLACK—HEĪ SÈ  黑色 

WHITE—BAĪ SÈ 白色 
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SHAPES 

XÍNG ZHUÁNG 形状 

YUÁN XÍNG 圆形 SĀN JIĂO XÍNG三角形 

ZHÈNG FĀNG XÍNG 正方形 CHÁNG FĀNG XÍNG 长方形 

Help Globert color the shapes.  

Color the YUÁN XÍNG red (HÓNG SÈ).     

Make the  SĀN JIĂO XÍNG blue  (LAN SÈ). 

Color the  ZHÈNG FĀNG XÍNG  green (LU SÈ) . 

Make the  CHÁNG FĀNG XÍNG  orange (CHÉNG SÈ). 
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China has many large cities. 

Hong Kong 

Beijing 

Shanghai 
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Many big buildings are                              

under construction in China. 

Count the buildings. 

Count the cranes. 

How many can you see? 

Buildings                             Cranes 
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Famous Places in China 

The Great Wall of China is more than 3000 miles long! 

The Forbidden City is in Beijing, the capital of China. 
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Shibaozhai Temple is 12 stories high! 

The stadium for the 2008 Olympics is called “the birds nest.” 

Some famous places in China are over 

2000 years old.   

Some places are brand new. 

Put a blue circle around old things. 

Put a red circle around new things. 

Color in all the pictures! 
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Terra Cotta Warriors of Xi’an 

There are more than 8000 terra cotta 

clay warriors in Xi’an.  They were made 

more than 2000 years ago.   

How many can you count on this page? 

On the next page match the figures that 

are the same. 

At the bottom of the page finish the war-

rior picture so it looks like you.  
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Panda Maze 

Help baby panda find her mother. 
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Did you know . . . 

Pandas eat 20 to 40 pounds of bamboo every day. 

Baby pandas weigh only 3 to 5 ounces and are blind when they 

are born.  Grown pandas weigh up to 250 pounds. 

There are only about 1600 pandas living in the wild. 

Help me color these pandas! 
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Sports 

In China, kids like to play soccer, 

ping pong, basketball and volleyball. 

What sports do you like to play? 
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Food 

 饺子  jiăozi are dumplings. 

面条    miàntiáo  means noodles. 

魚  yú means fish. 

米饭 mĭfàn is rice. 

白菜 báicài is cabbage. 

I love Chinese food.  

These are some of my 

favorites.  Can you find 

jiăozi,  miàntiáo, yú, 

mĭfàn, and báicài?  

Color this page and 

then circle your favorite 

food. 

 筷子 Kuàizi are chopsticks.    

Can you find the kuàizi in this picture?   

Do you know how to eat with kuàizi?  
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For Parents:  About The Global Corner 

We hope your child has enjoyed learning about China with The Global Corner.  We believe 

that by expanding horizons for children, we will ultimately create a more globally-aware 

community.  In our first nine years of “Bringing the World to Life,” we have led children on 

more than 57,000 virtual adventures!  As we celebrate our 10th year of serving our North-

west Florida community, we want to thank the Bear Family Foundation and the Interna-

tional Paper Foundation for helping to underwrite the cost of this booklet. 

To learn more about The Global Corner and find out how you can help children explore the 

world, please visit us on the web at www.theglobalcorner.org and on Facebook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our sincere thanks to Lisa Mella Burridge for not only creating Globert, but for providing 

all the beautiful pictures for this book! 
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This activity book was provided by generous donations from: 

 

 

& 

  

 

I hope you enjoyed learning about China!  

Look for more activities on 

The Global Corner website: 

www.theglobalcorner.org 
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